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Abstract
Recent technological advancements have provided large image datasets from distinctive domains (e.g., medicine,
remote sensing, multimedia applications, among others) over the past two decades. It becomes an important
challenge to analyze and organize these images effectively. In this context, automatic image annotation [5] has
received much attention in research. Nevertheless, there is an inherent trade-off, wherein the human knowledge
is indispensable for the success of the process and the human’s time and effort are precious resources.
Considering that a great number of unlabeled images is available, it is beneficial to develop an effective
approach to select a considerably lower number of the most informative samples to train a pattern classifier
under human’s supervision. Active learning techniques [1] have been investigated with this purpose. However,
the majority of them very often ignores the need for interactive response times during the active learning
process. They usually adopt a common paradigm (Figure 1a) which requires, at every learning iteration, the
classification and/or organization of the entire dataset. This paradigm is impractical when considering large
datasets.
The PhD research in [2] addressed these issues by proposing an effective and efficient Data Reduction and
Organization Paradigm (DROP). In our paradigm (Figure 1b), the proposed active learning methods should
be able to reduce and/or organize the large dataset such that sample selection does not require to reprocess it
entirely at each learning iteration. Thus, the selection process becomes faster, since the improvement of the
classifier at each iteration does not require rearranging all samples. Furthermore, a faster selection process is
completed when the classifier chooses the desired number of samples.
The proposed paradigm aims to select unlabeled samples from all classes for user annotation at the first
learning iteration and then the most informative (most difficult) samples for classification at the subsequent
iterations. Being a paradigm, DROP can be implemented with different strategies for the reduction, organiza-
tion and selection processes. In general, the adopted strategies [3] rely on graph-based clustering. From the
clustering, we gain valuable information, since representative samples located at the center of the clusters (root
samples) are more likely to cover all classes and are good candidates to be selected first for manual annotation.
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Figure 1: Pipelines for active learning: (a) traditional paradigm and (b) proposed one.
Moreover, samples in the same cluster are likely to have the same label. This assumption is used to accelerate
active learning by reducing the number of annotating samples from the same cluster. Cluster roots, boundary
between distinct cluster samples, and other specific criteria allow to select the most informative samples earlier
for the training of the classifier.
Our active learning strategies iteratively seek to select the most informative samples based on the current
knowledge of both human and classifier, at each iteration. The classifier actively participates of its learning
process by classifying and supporting the selection of the samples. Since the selected samples are automatically
labeled by the current classifier, the user has only to verify the assigned labels and annotate the misclassified
ones. As the classifier improves throughout the iterations, the number of samples incorrectly classified is
considerably reduced, indicating to the user when to stop the learning process. In this way, the human’s time
and effort are also increasingly lessened.
The proposed strategies were extensively assessed with different types of unsupervised and supervised clas-
sifiers by using datasets from distinct application domains, such as: image segmentation, forest cover type,
handwritten digits, faces, cowhide, as well as image annotation from a real application for the diagnosis of
parasites [4]. The experiments performed on these datasets show that the proposed approaches outperform the
baseline ones, requiring only a few iterations to achieve high accuracy and with less human involvement.
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